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Abstract—This research located in Sleman, Indonesia, is a case study based on entrepreneurship, called Selling Scoreboard supplies electronic sport scoreboard. This case study chronicled the way taken by the owner’s Selling Scoreboard, indicating accurately how the entrepreneurship stretched the surviving stature that it presently detains. Personality can be especially important as the reason that relationship with quality types of produces are building more blocks of producers and market needs. Interview and observation the owner’s Selling Scoreboard was achieved to get this data information. The interview and observation helped me to determine the story of business transaction from the day it was early instigated just before nowadays. This case study spectacles the progresses, favorable outcome, and bankruptcies of business running, and conclusively contributes tackle or hopeful entrepreneur advice on way to improve his performance to reach his own chances of survival business.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Economic globalization is affecting industries all over the world. Economic globalization is bringing demand globally [1], [2]. Entrepreneurial activities are changing over time and changing over time and throughout the regions. Large entrepreneur identifies factors that create new startups and explain the difference between entrepreneurs across the country and different period [3]. As an opportunity for owner’s Selling Scoreboard with experience-5-year in making electronics sports scoreboard after his graduated vocational school. He tried to lounge his productions on e-business. As a result, the attention and use of e-business effectively became a matter of governance. Interplay is “an economic process, in which all aspects of the business, including physical, financial, and human resources, have taken shape and revolution.” Business requires experts to use their skills to improve their performance, and ultimately, growth can be profitable. The incentive to promote entrepreneurship as a motivating factor is the foundation for entrepreneurship in business creation. This is important because motivative can involve how entrepreneurs operate their business and thus can affect the process of investment [6]. At a price based on sales, selling investigators to comprehend and change; sellers’ clients’ requests to get the benefits, evaluate and link the value of their contribution to the customer level approach to capture some of the displayed values of customers [7]. Cost-based pricing can be achieved using performance-based contracts (PBC), while part of a contractor’s allowance is linked to achieving particular requirements and understanding is linked to achieving specific requirements and understanding and performance standards [8]. Over the years, PBC has been regarded as a model of supply chain management and delivery according to logistics, business model research, service sciences, and legal scholarship. The sales composition includes a rich perception of costly behavior and sales practices, as well as experts who recognize the importance of consumer values [9]. For example, the only “reality” of interest in controlling sales force is that they will create value for customers if they want to succeed. Instead of focusing on customer value, research sales department reached another direction with the sales and sales directed at customers by the coaches [10].

For this case study, I will be considering Mr. JaAn’s life in startup his enterprise until now. He is an Indonesian entrepreneur who established “Selling Scoreboard.” His enterprise is already running five-year-old (startup since 2014), and eco-friendly enterprise that outlines and makes a made-to-order electronic scoreboard. I chose his enterprise because of his products and service with acceptable quality and its value with fulfilling all my questions. My aptitudes for business emphasized in my case study, that this enterprise can have an owner, must have been started in an owner’s home and must have been originally financed within internal involvement. His life met all accomplishments to push up future based. However, there is a limit to this research: only one owner’s enterprise was interviewed and observed. Thus, this case study is briefly narrower scope than another written about owner lives’ history of enterprise. This use of only his life business does not allow for contradictions and correlations between lives of entrepreneur’s achievement pathway; nevertheless, it is still my hope that entrepreneurs will advance some awareness from some information included with consequent case study and conclusively my research.

It describes seeking a high search for new ways to understand the nature and meaning of daily experiences from his life experiences. The way in which the exploration of the new design methodology is the search process required in this enterprise to understand the user’s experience of Selling Scoreboard. To bring this objective of the research on building blocks to understanding how to continue selling electronic scoreboard in Sleman, Indonesia. Through the use of existing theories, this study aims to raise awareness about this subject. The results of this study should be reinforced by vocational education, and so managers must provide information to make strategic decisions. Applying to sell the context with the learning process and the resulting
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sales-related consequences of the research approach, with the three questions leading to the study, such as (1) What kind of sale opinions did he dream and hope to do? (2) What factors did he motivate to start and run his business? (3) How did he survive his business?

II. METHODOLOGY

To build a case study on the Selling Scoreboard, key data will be collected through direct interview and observations of the enterprise’s owner, Mr. JaAn. The first ten questions will be developed and reviewed by the interview protocol to ascertain authorization is needed for this case study research. For additionally total of forty-three questions, I will prepare to make sure that liberal-minded whole effect information is acquired during the interview process. By using the interview results and observation, this study collected data from provider (from interviews by face to face, WhatsApp, and websites) and receivers of learning efficiency perceptions.

ATLAS.ti 7 software was designed to analyze qualitative of the context of documents (i.e. articles, interviews, report), audio (interviews), video, pdf files and geo data with coding, quoting and memo. Using ATLAS.ti 7 could be able to analysis and relevance of qualitative data. It is widely used in the analysis of data obtained in interviews and focus groups [11]. In this research, ATLAS.ti 7’s capabilities are used for coding, quoting, analysis and synthesis of literature from the great attention focused on the indentureship. Coding and sub-coding procedures will be recorded from the transcript of the interview with the following references in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding and Sub-Coding</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>References Useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur Life Startup</td>
<td>New companies can promote embedded networks that rely on the knowledge and enhance their ability to market intelligence and find solutions.</td>
<td>[13], [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like Working: Business idea</td>
<td>Identifying and choosing the right opportunities for new business are the most important abilities of successful entrepreneurship.</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business model</td>
<td>Creating new forms of consumer’s engagement in providing trade finance is valued for the development of new products</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting work and funding</td>
<td>There is a high potential to look at business opportunities by entering existing or new markets; the spread of family funds in this setting, pension funds; and employee ownership</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business process management</td>
<td>Management and improvement of the process of the organization is an issue challenge for the organization</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business improvement</td>
<td>Benefits enhance work efficiency over time and cost control; Mixed, updated, and synthesis, planning, and communication of the configuration; Related to the agility of variations and capacity of the resource.</td>
<td>[21], [22], [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business law</td>
<td>The national government has changed its policy, enforcement, law, and regulatory policies to benefit from globalization while also attempting to advance its own local interests.</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business network marketing: E-market Market-research Customers-order</td>
<td>Reliability and a set of attributes-how to buy a customer, the length of contact, the service, the return of the product, and products purchased.</td>
<td>[1], [20], [25]-[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality control: Product process</td>
<td>Monitoring process and product characteristics for improving product quality. Meet the demand for high-quality products. The first solution is revised by different mixed-integer programming models</td>
<td>[29], [30]-[32], [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product quality</td>
<td>Factors such as company size, age or profit have received considerable attention and the potential effect on product survival; Information processing capabilities give description like the ability to apprehend, organize, data / information analysis, and using information; Short-term treatment (i.e., short sales); Positively correlated with the company’s capability</td>
<td>[33], [34], [35], [36], [38], [39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This study contains in specific aspect what business academic case studies are the way they are consumed and how to build a display, promotion and publicize them. Even though the composers of this study address on business cases that are utilized in the class-teaching, it can be applied to enterprise academic as case studies. The methods bestowed in this study for case structure and case writing will be widely worked with construction of the Selling Scoreboard case. The attainable purposes for the case study, business structures, cases, and observation are presented herein as clearly deliberated in the formerly noticed papers and indications of the methodology will be used for selling Scoreboard case study [40]. The ultimate element of the case study in enterprise is an exhibit and footnote, usually one to ten pages long. The exhibit allows the author to present information that is not inevitably consistent to the case, but is useful for the reader.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

New companies can promote knowledge-based integration into network and increase market access and availability of solutions [13]. Otherwise, in [18] announced, “Family-fund raising; in this limitation, pensions are not independent and are owned by investment firms, create a family fund, which is often considered a family’s fund”. In this case study, I would be able to notify the Selling Scoreboard in 2014 established by Mr. JaAn’s family saving money and some from loans. He then attempted to surf the online to seek types of the electronic scoreboard that he will be set up to supply in e-market or different social media. Based on his experience:

“... 4-year worked in a company that produced scoreboard, digital clock, moving sign LED display; once opened an Internet Café, and also a sole computer.”

In another reason, he could work flexibility with his workplace and his family, so his enterprise was established in a rental house near his family in Sleman, DI Yogyakarta. He kept fighting online to get idea and way to be popular his products, sport scoreboards, as he stated:

“... looked for the idea from the internet and making better basketball scoreboards ... and looking for ways to brighten popular in search engine immediately published to the internet.”

With his aspiration that came true for new enterprise according fund from himself and his family, he established Selling Scoreboard to supply electronic basketball scoreboards in Indonesia. Startup digital LED displays with basketball scoreboard in different size based on customers’ order with acknowledged his good prototypes, he started launching in potential e-market, as Facebook, Tokopedia, Bukalapak, and Shopee in Indonesia, made detail conversation through WhatsApp (WA). The early result, he got order several types of scoreboards in Jawa island. Keep going on the smooth including sometimes struggling, in this case, that he pushed himself to run up through his work experience. About some technical on installation digital LED basketball scoreboard, he really needed supporting work from his friends in previously. After his enterprise had run enough growing up, he recruited employees who had the expertise and high-quality work from vocational high school (SMK), an internship in practicing install scoreboard. In the vision of potential selling and product quality, he had a commitment to improving his technical skills and his employee, too. A certain component of his personality that sets aside him to develop in entrepreneurship, he had stepped on improving the creative product in customers’ using and more order come. In the purpose of easy using and understanding for customers, he had modernized remote controllers and scripture of key function how to control time and scores on the scoreboard. When customers face problems or have questions using remote controllers, he can give instruction through WA or phone call. An identified need, mixed, update, and synthesis analysis, planning, communication of the configuration and implementation of one or more organizational units and relevant parts of their environment in face of organizational complexity [22]; related to the agility of variations and capacity of resource [23]. When consumers really need assistant from him, he can ask from his friends nearby, especially Jakarta. Movement of processing product really connected quality materials and function of programming relating score out on scoreboard based on customers’ order that he could contribute and satisfy them. Sometimes he needed more to solve and running these programs after that he took prototype sending through WA. After he got agree from consumers, he completed the installation of program and bagging and sending their requested product with the final budget.

Locating selling his products, he cannot win to get customers in Yogyakarta. As a reason, he could get many customers from Semarang, Sumatra island (Palembang), Kalimantan (Central Kalimantan, South Kalimantan, and some areas nearby), and Sulawesi. Acting in mutual best interests, business decision-making has been achieved with sustainable production from upstream connections to sustainable consumption from downstream connections [37]. He afflicted to realize the best keyword online since he always investigated to be active online (Blog, Facebook, News, and Forum). Posting the result of the electronic scoreboard, he could early get a small amount of order. Nonstop posting his production, it still moved on little famous because it had many competitors in the same products. In [38] had illustrated online sales not just improve mobile business operations. Ways to be popular in search engines, he does not give up to be customers well known, immediately published very good prototype of the scoreboard in Tokopedia, Bukalapak, and Shopee that indicated highest traffic public e-marketplace exceeds in Indonesia. He still focuses on the e-market, because it can be trusted and a set of characteristics related to – how customers acquisition, connecting length, service communication, the activity of product return, and products purchased type on the store in the context of growing online markets [26]. Gradually, because before he got all kinds of (digital display LED) of the order, including customer electronic devices, he just accepted the order of scoreboards. Enabling customers to intervene when his orders are running [28], and achieving customer needs and solutions knowledge [27]. In [31] attributed the importance of product design and processing to the modern industry, practices, efficiency and predictability. That’s why
his product has gained popularity outside his site, but he only welcomes the basketball scoreboards or some new requested similarly that scoreboard types. Product quality control can be the first priority, but his products sometimes face faulty program or damaged shipping (but not all), in the reason unknown using. He attempted its error, so he could know to fix them. Solve problems, he just directed them through WA with video calls, or he asked them to send them back again. The initial solution, revised by a mix of multiplication programs that could lead to specific regional problems, could prevent a better solution to a series of problems [20]. At present, his business is already growing, just surviving with order stability. He can have a well-ordered manner for order in very good condition. By purchasing smooth from the customer, he still tracks everything on his own. The “information” sharing, unrelated to repeated decisions, under the ambiguous information about the temporary winner of the show [35]. Because he did not want to have two heads to control his decision, he was eagerly for himself to make the decision as he said:

“Once there was someone who used to join as a capital supporter, but then I could not choose a business strategy freely, so finally I decided on my own.”

The process where the competitive advantage is likely to be uncertain. On the other hand, information processing capabilities give description like the ability to apprehend, organize, data or information analysis, and information usage with understanding in the decision-making context by organization [34]. He could think “The eager to create good products and great service and can be satisfied with his customers firstly.” In [39] strongly supported that “Quality products are an important part of the company’s core competencies”. When customers can enjoy their products, their business is working well. His scoreboard will be bought in his financially stable order. In addition, he has to publish good charts in the e-market. His model will be promoted via e-commerce or the mouth of hundreds of customers in Indonesia. About the national government tax, it has changed its enforcement policies and regulations to gain the benefits of globalization, while also trying to advance its domestic interest [24]. He tried to legalize the government’s tax revenue, so he stated,

“I had never taken care of a business permit. Only I ever made a selling statement from selling then report to the branch district and paid the required amount because it was necessary to apply for a loan from the bank. The process of making information was very easy, just needed to know and work with the head of the village, head of the commune, and stamp of the district.”

He approached case by case on selling his products online with service acceptable to support consumers be satisfied. On movement of his promotion on type of basket scoreboards, he could get profitable to running his enterprise until now. The keys of his success on selling his products with high quality and service; moreover, customers are easy to use his scoreboard with instructions. Business trust is main key for his enterprise survival because it is good name value. Keeping survive business, he needs to work permit from government for long-term running through tax income.

IV. CONCLUSION

I concentrated on Selling Scoreboard’s pathway to gain the success of my writing case study. Writing this case study assuredly granted me to unify my findings, indicating contrast it was through the interviews, the analyzing of transcription, and observation that answer to my inference is presented. I could find that as a prominent player in the growth and sale progress of Selling Scoreboard, Mr. JaAn’s personality of the firm played an important role in the success of the business. As pointed out in its own case, Selling Scoreboard made a significant difference from the breakthrough hobby to a flourishing national business over five-year. From processing in case writing, I first constructed that entrepreneurship gotten success is not from lucky time has encouraged business growth, but he needs working hard. His enterprise, Selling Scoreboard, has evolved from birth to now by way of self-financing, family fund, and loan. Success is not fortunate; it is about choice based our hold on. Every day, entrepreneurs have to make choices, and each individual influences the choice made. Since the day Mr. JaAn decided he wanted to set up the scoreboard until today, he chose the option to make Selling Scoreboard. He is vigorous in his personality; all three dimensions have pushed some attitudes in this enterprise and in his life in general. He persevered in his work when he chose not to fail or reject his purpose. His keen interest to continue searching online, a lesson in web design and photography editing. Without risking Selling Scoreboard will never leave Tokopedia, Bukalapak, and Shopee. Entrepreneurship involves risks and Mr. JaAn is willing to take it. Essentials encourage Mr. JaAn to make some decisions after another Selling Scoreboard leads to the sale successful.

The future research I could to study in entrepreneurship in Cambodia as similar case study written and possible overseas. Road studies will allow repeated observations about the personality of entrepreneurs in different businesses. Through this study, one can know not only what can be successful in the business, but also learn more about what makes the entrepreneur special.
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